INSTRUCTIONS

Please read each of the following instructions carefully before attempting the paper.

i) Attempt all questions.

ii) The answer to each question or part thereof should begin on a fresh page.

iii) Your answer should be precise and coherent.

iv) The part/parts of the same question must be answered together and should not be interposed between answers to other questions.

v) If you encounter any typographical error, please read it as it appears in the text book.

vi) Candidates are, in their own interest, advised to go through the General Instructions on the back side of the title page of the Answer Script for strict adherence.

vii) No continuation sheet shall be provided to any candidate under any circumstances.

viii) Candidates shall put a cross (×) on blank pages of Answer Script.

ix) No blank page be left in between answers to various questions.
1. Define any five of the following terms:
   a) Judicial Proceeding
   b) Injury
   c) Voluntarily
   d) Inquiry
   e) Cognizable offence
   f) Warrant case

2. State the various punishments that can be awarded to an offender under the Ranbir Penal Code, Samvat 1989 with note on commutation of sentences.

3. What is the right of private defence of the body, its commencement and continuance and when such right may extend to causing death of a person?

4. What are ordinary and additional powers of a Magistrate under the Code of Criminal Procedure, Samvat 1989?

5. What is procedure for attachment of property of a person who is absconding?

6. Describe the procedure to be followed by a magistrate in a dispute concerning land etc. Which is likely to cause breach of peace.

7. Describe the cases in which statement of relevant fact by person who is dead or can not be found is relevant.

8. What are the different kinds of presumptions under the Evidence Act, Samvat 1977. Describe these presumptions with relevant illustrations.
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2. Describe the powers of Civil court to arrest judgment-debtor in execution of a decree.

3. Define Adverse Possession and limitation period for adverse in case of State and an individual.

4. What is the general rules of computation of limitation period? State the procedure for extension of limitation period.

5. Describe the application of special laws in case of limitation period.

6. “Property of every kind may be transferred.” State the exception this rule, if any.

7. Explain general rule of succession in case of Hindu female dying intestate.

8. Explain the restrictions laid down by the Muslim Law on the person desiring to dispose of his property by will. When will can be revoked?
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INSTRUCTIONS

Please read each of the following instructions carefully before attempting the paper.

i) Attempt any five questions. All questions carry equal marks.

ii) The answer to each question or part thereof should begin on a fresh page.

iii) Your answer should be precise and coherent.

iv) The part/part(s) of the same question must be answered together and should not be interposed between answers to other questions.

v) If you encounter any typographical error, please read it as it appears in the text book.

vi) Candidates are, in their own interest, advised to go through the General Instructions on the back side of the title page of the Answer Script for strict adherence.

vii) No continuation sheet shall be provided to any candidate under any circumstances.

viii) Candidates shall put a cross (×) on blank pages of Answer Script.

ix) No blank page be left in between answers to various questions.
1. Describe in detail the provisions of Appeal, Revision and Review in Land Revenue Act Svt. 1996.

2. Give the procedure as laid out in Land Grants Act & Rules for grant of Land under lease.

3. What do sections 14 & 16 of Big Landed Estates Abolition Act Svt. 2007 provide? Who is the competent officer to take action under Sec. 14 & 16.


5. What is the procedure for appointment of Chowkidar? Who is competent to make appointment of Chowkidar?

6. What are the main duties of Lambardar and Chowkidar?

7. What are the conditions for resumption of Land Under Agr. Reforms Act. 1976? What is the maximum limit of Resumption of Land under different categories?
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INSTRUCTIONS

Please read each of the following instructions carefully before attempting the paper.

i) Attempt any five questions. All questions carry equal marks.

ii) The answer to each question or part thereof should begin on a fresh page.

iii) Your answer should be precise and coherent.

iv) The part/parts of the same question must be answered together and should not be interposed between answers to other questions.

v) If you encounter any typographical error, please read it as it appears in the textbook.

vi) Candidates are, in their own interest, advised to go through the General Instructions on the back side of the title page of the Answer Script for strict adherence.

vii) No continuation sheet shall be provided to any candidate under any circumstances.

viii) Candidates shall put a cross (×) on blank pages of Answer Script.

ix) No blank page be left in between answers to various questions.
1. When will the collector take orders for acquisition under the State Land Acquisition Act. Svt. 1990? How can reference be made in court?

2. What types of rights/title can be conferred to refugees on Evacuee Land? Who has the powers to make allotment under E.P. Act?

3. Give in brief the powers to be exercised by the collector under Common Land Act. 1956.

4. How to treat land under “Alluvion” and Diluvion for assessment of Land Revenue?

5. What provisions have been made for development of Land under the utilization of Land Act?

6. What is the scale of land to be allotted under Govt. Order No. LB7\C of 1958 dated 5th June 1958?

   (OR)

   What are the provisions of Cabinet Order No. 578\C of 1954?

7. What do you know about Kacharai Act? Give details. Can Kacharai land be allotted for all purposes?

8. What is the pecuniary jurisdiction of various officers under the land Acq. Act. Svt. 1990? How shall the collector proceed for taking possession of Land under Land Acquisition Act?
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vii) No continuation sheet shall be provided to any candidate under any circumstances.

viii) Candidates shall put a cross (∗) on blank pages of Answer Script.

ix) No blank page be left in between answers to various questions.
1. Which registers, the patwari is required to keep with him while conducting Girdawari/ Harvest Inspection? How to conduct Girdawari? Explain.

2. Describe the procedure for updating the previous Jamabandi and writing up of new Jamabandi.

3. How will you conduct partition of Land? Is Shamlal land also partible?

4. What is the importance of “Chhant Register” in making of new Records? How is it prepared?

5. How will you prepare Register Khasra Paimaish? Why is it necessary?

OR

Describe in brief, what preparations you will make for ‘Record of Rights’ of a village as per the new Hidayat Bandobast.

OR

Write a note on two of the following:

i) Chomanda Register

ii) Chak Kharji and Chak Dakhli

iii) Robkar Ibtadai.

6. Who is qualified to be a permanent resident of J & K State? Give in brief the procedure required to make a case for PRC as per PRC Rules 1963.

7. What is Calamity Relief Fund? What procedure you will follow to recommend a case for relief under Natural calamities?

8. From which side of a field you will start measurement? What is Tatima shajra? How will you make it?
INSTRUCTIONS

Please read each of the following instructions carefully before attempting the paper.

i) Attempt all questions.

ii) The answer to each question or part thereof should begin on a fresh page.

iii) Your answer should be precise and coherent.

iv) The part/parts of the same question must be answered together and should not be interposed between answers to other questions.
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Attempt any five questions. All questions carry equal marks.

1. What are the key features of Indian Constitution? Explain in detail?
2. How is the President of India elected? Describe the qualifications necessary for election as President.
3. How is the seniority of a Govt. Servant determined?
4. What punishments can be imposed on a Govt. Servant when he is found guilty in a case.
5. In terms of J & K Employees Conduct Rules whether a Govt. Employee can engage directly or indirectly in any trade or business or undertake any other employment. Explain in detail.
6. What are the conditions that an association satisfies for a Govt. Servant to become its member.
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Please read each of the following instructions carefully before attempting the paper.

i) Attempt all questions.

ii) The answer to each question or part thereof should begin on a fresh page.

iii) Your answer should be precise and coherent.

iv) The part/parts of the same question must be answered together and should not be interposed between answers to other questions.

v) If you encounter any typographical error, please read it as it appears in the textbook.

vi) Candidates are, in their own interest, advised to go through the General Instructions on the back side of the title page of the Answer Script for strict adherence.

vii) No continuation sheet shall be provided to any candidate under any circumstances.

viii) Candidates shall put a cross (×) on blank pages of Answer Script.

ix) No blank page be left in between answers to various questions.
Attempt any five questions. All questions carry equal marks.

1. What is the procedure of cabinet in Govt. business rules.
2. Under what Circumstances a Govt. Servant shall be treated as on duty.
3. Calculate the joining time of Mr. A transferred from Poonch to Jammu at a distance of 270 Kms, who has been relieved on 17th of Nov. 2017 (Friday) F.N. What is the due date of his joining at Jammu?
4. No expenditure should be incurred after the 1st of April until the budget has been communicated. What are the relaxations permitted while incurring expenditure in anticipation of funds.
5. What are the different types of Treasuries? And how does a treasury function.
6. What are the principles to be followed while incurring expenditure?
7. What do you understand about W.D.C bill and R.D.C. bill?
INSTRUCTIONS

i) Attempt all questions.

ii) The answer to each question or part there of should begin on a fresh page.

iii) Your answer should be precise and coherent.

iv) The part/parts of the same question must be answered together and should not be interposed between answers to other questions.

v) If you encounter any typographical error, please read it as it appears in the text-book.

vi) Candidates are in their own interest advised to go through the General Instructions on the back side of the title page of the Answer Script for strict adherence.

vii) No Continuation sheets shall be provided to any candidate under any circumstances.

viii) Candidates shall put a cross (x) on blank pages of answer Script.

xi) No blank page be left in between answer to various questions.